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Results from four studies show that sorting products on descending prices can impede assessment of sacrifice as it constrains cognitive

resources available to process target information. Such negative impact of descending prices vis-à-vis ascending prices was however

apparent only when participants had high motivation to process information.
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not only quality but also monetary sacrifice will be integrated with inferences from region-of-origin when determining product quality 
and also willingness to pay for such products. 

Following Krishnan, Biswas and Netemeyer (2006) it is argued that compared to a national origin, a local region-of-origin will be 
perceived as a more relevant and a concrete extrinsic cue making such cues less ambiguous and more effective in reducing additional 
search for quality information. We also use insights from cue-consistency theory (Maheswaran and Chaiken 1991) and information 
integration approaches to suggest that region-of-origin will be integrated with price cues to form perceptions of quality when both are 
positive. Furthermore since integration of information requires cognitive resources it is predicted that an enhanced impact of region-of-
origin cue on product evaluations would be observed when consumers are otherwise motivated to process information. Consequently 
when motivated to process information, consumers would be willing to pay a higher price for a locally made product while there would 
be no difference between the region-of-origin and country-of-origin cues on consumers’ willingness to pay when motivation to process 
information is otherwise low. 

In two studies we collect initial information on whether a region-of-origin cue affects consumers’ willingness to pay for products 
differently than a country-of-origin cue. Study 1 assessed the proposition directly by measuring consumers’ price acceptability limits 
and price they expected to pay for locally made office furniture. Participants (105 undergraduate students) randomly assigned to a 
2(motivation: low vs. high) x 2 (product origin: local vs. national) between subjects design read a scenario manipulating their purchasing 
goals (or lack thereof) for the target product before indicating their price acceptability limits. Results revealed that motivated participants 
had significantly higher willingness when the target was associated with region-of-origin information than “made in USA.” In low 
motivation conditions, there was however no difference between these two cues on participant’s willingness to pay for the target product. 

Study 2 further assessed the evaluation of a relatively high price target. To assess participant’s integration of information from 
multiple extrinsic cues to quality, past consumers’ product quality reviews for this product were included. Study design and execution 
was similar to study 1 but with an additional variable of quality reviews (superior vs. inferior) for the target product. Perceptions of 
product quality and monetary sacrifice for the target product along with individual difference measures of regional attachment and price 
sensitivity were collected. Results were interesting and revealed that motivated participants perceived this high price target that was “locally 
made” to be less expensive than the one with “made in USA” provided that the target accompanied superior product quality reviews. 
Interestingly in low motivation conditions, participants perceived the target with the national origin and superior product reviews as less 
expensive than that with regional credentials. The cognitive response further revealed an enhanced depth of processing was associated 
with the region-of-origin cue in high motivation conditions but with heuristic processing of quality reviews and the country-of- origin 
cue in low motivation conditions. 

Though research suggests that for agricultural commodities state-level appeals enhance consumer willingness to pay (Govindasamy 
et al. 2000), little marketing research has examined the effects of such “buy local” campaigns on price perceptions for other manufactured 
non-agrarian products (e.g., Noble et al 2006). The initial evidence from this research suggests interesting effects of locally made products 
on consumers’ price perceptions. While it may be assumed that a cue like region-of-origin is likely to affect product evaluations in a 
manner similar to the country-of-origin, we argue that the concreteness and relevance of a regional cue will have a more positive effect 
on consumers’ price perceptions for consumers motivated to process information. These results also add to our understanding of how 
integration of multiple cues will be impacted by consumers’ processing goals extending our current understanding of the impact of 
multiple cues on price perceptions. 
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Online shopping has not only increased the availability of information to consumers but also resulted in an increased reliance on 
electronic decision aids that assist shoppers in organizing information. Decision aids that arrange products on utility have been shown 
to influence overall evaluations of the sorted set of alternatives (Diehl and Zauberman 2005) and also consumers’ choice quality (Haubl 
and Trifts 2000). Though this research used customers’ expected utility to create sorted sets of alternatives, several online retailers are 
likely to provide decision aids that simply arrange alternatives on attributes like price. Furthermore, brick and mortar retailers might not 
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have access to consumers’ utility and arrange their merchandise displays simply on basis of an attribute like price. Such marketplace 
reality of using price instead of consumers’ utility suggests a research gap and our understanding of the effects of price sorts. Available 
results from past research on decision aids that focused on utility may not shed light on the impact of alternatives arranged on price. 
This is because the relationship between price and consumers utility is not straightforward and depends upon whether consumers use 
price more in its role to assess monetary sacrifice or product quality (Monroe 2003). 

Past research on numerical cognition suggests that infants often grow up learning natural numbers that are arranged in ascending 
order from one upwards (Ripps, Bloomfield and Asmuth 2008). Hence adults have an innate tendency to similarly order numeric 
information (prices) in memory and are distracted by tasks that uses a descending numeric order (Nairne 1983). More importantly 
descending numeric orders constrain cognitive resources to process task relevant information. Integrating these conclusions with research 
on cost benefit effects of information presentation and information flow (Ariely 2000), we predict that compared to alternatives sorted 
on ascending prices, a descending price sort will constrain cognitive resources to process target information especially when participants 
are motivated to process such information. Specifically, in high motivation conditions, a low price target would be perceived lower in 
monetary sacrifice when alternatives are sorted on ascending than on descending prices. In low motivation conditions, however, there 
will be no difference in the effects of the two sorts on the evaluation of a target product. 

In four studies, we gather initial evidence for the effects of price sort on the evaluation of a target product. Study 1used a 2 (motivation: 
low, high) x 2 (price sort: ascending, descending) between subjects design to assess perceptions of sacrifice for a relatively low price 
target DVD player accompanied by a sorted list of 20 other players. The results revealed that in high motivation conditions the target 
was perceived low on monetary sacrifice when the accompanying alternatives were arranged on ascending than on descending prices. 
In low motivation conditions there was no significant difference between the two sorts on evaluation of the target product.

Study 2 replicated the effects of sorting using an online website with the server inconspicuously capturing participants’ mouse 
clicks and assessed depth of information processing for both the target product and the accompanying alternatives. The effects of price 
sort on evaluation of the target’s monetary sacrifice were similar to those observed in study 1. More informative was the result that in 
high motivation conditions, compared to an ascending price sort, those exposed to descending prices viewed far fewer alternatives and 
spent significantly less time on the target. 

Using a dual task approach, study 3 assessed cognitive constraints imposed by price sort by including an additional variable, 
memory load (low, high) to the research design used in the previous studies. In high motivation conditions, the higher memory load 
disrupted processing of target information more when the alternatives were sorted on ascending prices but not when they were sorted 
on descending prices. Thus descending prices were cognitively onerous and consequently the target’s evaluation was not impacted by 
the memory load on participants. 

Study 4 used another manipulation of motivation conditions and replicated the debilitating effects of memory load on ascending 
price sort observed in study 3 by using different range of prices for the accompanying alternatives. In high motivation conditions, despite 
the alternatives being sorted on ascending prices, the perceptions of sacrifice for a low price target increased when wider range of prices 
was used for the accompanying alternatives.

Overall, the results appear to indicate that compared to an ascending price sort, a descending price sort made it harder for consumers 
to assess monetary sacrifice. Interestingly, results also indicate that though ascending prices are more amenable to a thorough assessment 
of monetary sacrifice, such evaluations can be impeded by contextual influences like cognitive loads on memory or the uncertainty created 
by price range of the accompanying alternatives. Additional research is however needed to understand processing differences due to 
such sorting of alternatives and to examine whether location of a target’s price in a sorted list of alternatives will influence consumers’ 
assessment of its monetary sacrifice. 
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Extended Abstract
“Being frugal is back in fashion again… People who spent every dime of their disposable income two years ago are now saving… 

They’re scrimping with more vigor and tenacity than economists have seen in decades,” reported the Los Angeles Times. The recent 
recession has significantly changed Americans’ spending habits and consumption attitudes (Time magazine, 2009). For example, many 


